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ROY EUGENE DAVIS

Let Your Awareness and Knowledge
of Your True Nature Always Inspire

Your Constructive Thoughts and
Effective Actions

Although it can be possible for many people to enjoy a healthy, 

long life with a minimum of discomfort by using their secular 

knowledge and skills, to be completely, permanently fulfilled, 
spiritual awakening is necessary. 

 In metaphysical studies the word Self with an upper case S 

is used to indicate our pure essence or true nature. With a lower 

case s it indicates a false, mistaken, egocentric sense of identity. 

To know our Self is to directly (without reliance on our intel-

lect, mind, emotions, or senses) experience our true nature. This 

Self-knowing frees us from all erroneous beliefs and opinions, 

illusions, and conflicted or otherwise troublesome subconscious 
influences.
 A spiritual path is a course of constructive actions that will 

clarify our awareness, greatly improve intellectual and men-

tal powers, and reveal innate Self-knowledge and knowledge of 

ultimate Reality commonly referred to as God. We are ready to 

choose a spiritual path when our desire to be spiritually awake 

is sincere. A superficial interest in nurturing spiritual growth is 
not likely to produce satisfying results.

 A spiritual path must include self-disciplined, constructive 

thinking and behaviors; profound examination of our essence 

and ultimate Reality; and improved discriminative intelligence 

and powers of perception that reveal the difference between 

blurred and fragmented states of mind and awareness and our 

true nature. Adherence to a spiritual path that is compatible 

with our psychological temperament and enables us to have sat-

isfying results does not require an affiliation with a traditional 
religion or a body of believers. If affiliation with a traditional 
religion and/or others who share common aims is meaningful, 

it can be maintained. Outer forms of practice are only of value 
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if they are supportive and allow spiritual growth to effortlessly 

occur. Rituals, procedures, or philosophical concepts that are not 

of real value can be ignored. Growing to emotional maturity and 

being responsible for what we think and how we act are neces-

sary if we are to be Self-realized.

Our Essence Can Inspire Creative Thinking

and Effective Actions

inspire  Infuse, effect, influence, arouse, stimulate, enliven, or 
impel. Latin in and spirare, to breathe.

 Ultimate Reality has an absolute or pure essence and an 

expressive aspect with attributes which produce and main-

tain universes. As an individualized unit of ultimate Reality 

we also have a pure essence and an expressive aspect. When 

we meditate or otherwise choose to be still, we can rest in our 

pure essence of being. When we are inclined to be expressive, we 

can be inspired to think creatively and perform other effective 

actions that enable us to have our purposes easily fulfilled. We 
don’t always have to meditate to be aware of our true nature and 

ultimate Reality; we can be Self- and God-conscious when we are 

doing ordinary things.

 Being optimistic, thinking rationally, planning wisely, and 

imagining that we have what is wanted or needed are mental 

“actions” as useful and productive as physical actions because 

they can empower our behaviors and attract ideal results from 

cosmic or universal mind.

 It is best to be selective regarding what we want to do and 

how we intend to do it. What we do and how we do it should be 

right (moral or proper, constructive, and useful) for us and for 

others who will be influenced by our choices and actions. Use of 
will power or strong intention to accomplish a purpose should 

not be motivated by egotism or selfishness. If a right course of 
action is not clearly known, we can pray for guidance or desire to 

have it. Our understanding can be improved, helpful ideas can 

emerge from within us, and favorable opportunities to consider 

or accept can be provided.
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 The universe is one, whole manifestation of cosmic forces 

continuously emanating from its source and we are included in 

its processes.

• The atoms of our bodies were created by cosmic processes in 
space millions of years ago.

• Some atoms of air we breathe were breathed by millions of 
people and creatures, and involved with many forms of life.

• The water on our planet is ancient, and constantly recycled.
• The amount of energy or material substance in the universe 

does not increase or decrease. 

• When we mentally or physically perform an action, we use 
natural laws to cause effects. Some fleeting hopes or weak or 
unimportant desires that we forget may produce or attract 

corresponding circumstances soon or many years later.

• When we are Self-aware and cooperate with the Power that 
produced and maintains the universe, and us, we can have 

the full support of the processes of nature and the constantly 

enlivening impulses that nourish the universe—referred to as 

grace because they are freely provided.

An effective way to have life-enhancing desires fulfilled and 
needs satisfied is to be still until awareness of oneness with the 
wholeness of life is established. Then vividly imagine (and feel 

or have awareness of) what is wanted or needed. Maintain that 

consciousness of oneness and “having.” Your thoughts, actions, 

the processes of nature, and impulses of grace will bring forth 

satisfying results. With practice, you can always be in the flow 
of ideal events and circumstances.

 We don’t produce or attract all of the circumstances that 

influence our experiences. We may also be influenced by what 
others do or say or events caused by the forces of nature. How 

we respond to disturbing unplanned circumstances and events 

is our personal responsibility. When we are Self-aware, we can 

often avoid unpleasant or harmful situations. Regardless of 

what we experience, see, or hear, we can always choose not to be 

overly disturbed or mentally or emotionally damaged.
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You Can Be Completely Restored to Constant Realization

(Direct Experience With Knowledge) of Your True Nature

 Self-realization is not a unique state of consciousness to be 

attained, acquired, or created. It can be effortlessly experienced 

when our attention and awareness are firmly established in our 
essence or true nature. When we were new on a spiritual path 

we may have read widely, attended retreats or seminars, prac-

ticed new meditation techniques or rituals in attempts to have 

an altered or different state of consciousness, and perhaps went 

to ashrams or other places where a peaceful environment and 

spiritual influences were said to be helpful. While some of what 
we did may have been beneficial, major transformative experi-
ences that occurred resulted from constructive changes in men-

tal attitude and states of consciousness, improved intellectual 

and intuitive powers, and insights that spontaneously emerged 

from within us. 

 We can prepare our consciousness to be enlightened by being 

mentally and emotionally peaceful, expecting innate knowledge 

to emerge, meditating superconsciously on a regular schedule, 

and using imagination to enlarge our capacities to accommodate 

clear states of consciousness. Our nervous system can be refined 
and the capacities of our brain can be increased to accommo-

date clear states of consciousness by superconscious meditation, 

stress reduction, and wholesome living in a clean environment. 

 When you meditate, endeavor to be superconscious. Early 

superconscious experiences may be mixed with thoughts or the 

influences of emotions. Eventually, pure superconsciousness 
will be experienced. Pure superconsciousness cleanses the mind 

and beneficially influences the physical body. When you are not 
yet established in pure superconsciousness, it can be helpful to 

imagine being omnipresent, aware of processes occurring in the 

universe, then go beyond physical realms to contemplation of 

subtle realms and ultimate Reality.

 See page 21 for information about “black holes” and other 

characteristics of our galaxy and universe.
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Experiment With This Meditative Method

 If your meditation immediately flows effortlessly, allow it to 
occur. If you need (or want) to do something to calm your mind 

and focus your attention, do this: 

• Sit upright, relaxed, poised, and alert. Withdraw attention 
and awareness from mundane conditions. Feel—and be—in 

your spine, then in the front and higher region of your brain. 

Disregard mental and emotional states. Be aware of your 

breathing until your mind is calm and attention is focused.

• Imagine that you are omnipresent, with the universe within 
you. Imagine our solar system and its sun and planets, then 

include our galaxy with billions of suns.

• After a while, look beyond our galaxy to billions of galaxies 
in infinite space. Then beyond to subtle dimensions and the 
Om vibration, the existence of which is evidence of that from 

which it emanates. Imagine and feel that your awareness is 

one with omnipresent Om.

• Go beyond Om to the expressive aspect of ultimate Reality. 
Identify with its omnipotence and omniscience.

• Go beyond the expressive aspect of ultimate Reality to its 
pure, changeless essence—of which you are a unit. Be there 

for a while.

• Maintain your pure Self-awareness after the session.

You can think constructively and act effectively before you are 

fully, spiritually enlightened. Now knowing how to do it, decide 

to do it. Avoid pretending that you are not capable of mastering 

your thoughts or are addicted to acquired habits or behaviors.

Affirm With Conviction

Constantly aware of my true nature as
an immortal, spiritual being, I choose to
think constructively, act effectively, and

progressively awaken to the ultimate
degree of spiritual enlightenment.
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Answers to Questions About the Spiritual Path

How will I know when I am
Self- and God-realized?

You will know when you are constantly aware of your essence 

and are fully aware of ultimate Reality and what it is. You will 

not have doubts, illusions (flawed perceptions) about what you 
think or experience, nor false beliefs. You will always be joyously 

peaceful and insightful.

After several years of sincere endeavor to live wisely and daily 
meditate, my spiritual awareness has not improved very much. 
My mental attitudes, emotional states, behaviors, lifestyle, and 
circumstances are about the same as they were years ago. Why 
haven’t I experienced more obvious beneficial changes?

 Examine your mental attitudes, moods, behaviors, and life-

style routines. Are you choosing them, or are you complacently 

allowing habits to determine what you do? If you don’t want 

the conditions you have, think, feel, and act in ways that will 

allow you to have the ideal conditions you want. Be curious and 

experiment until you discover what produces beneficial results. 
Instead of viewing yourself as a mere human being trying to be 

spiritually conscious, know that you are a spiritual being with 

unlimited abilities to be fully awake and freely expressive. If 

complete spiritual awakening does not quickly occur, your cir-

cumstances, and your understanding of your true nature and 

relationship with the Infinite, will greatly improve.
 When you feel confined and limited, ask, “What is holding 
me back?” “What can I do to have the experiences and circum-

stances I want to have?” Write the answers and go forward.

Affirm With Conviction

Because I think constructively, am emotionally
mature, and act effectively, all of the events and

circumstances that I experience are ideal,
harmonious, and soul-satisfying.
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I have read widely and talked with many people about religion, 
philosophy, prayer, meditation, and the purpose of life. Among a 
variety of ideas and opinions, how can I know what is true and 
worthwhile?

 Philosophers and adherents of religious traditions often dis-

agree, as do some people who are said to be enlightened. Many 

philosophical systems, religious doctrines, and spiritual enlight-

enment traditions have a mixture of truth, myth, and various 

cultural influences.
 Don’t debate with others, cling to unreasonable ideas or con-

cepts, be easily impressed by charismatic people or a well written 

treatise, or be emotionally conflicted. Use intelligence, intuition, 
reason, and common sense to discern what is true. Meditate 

deeply to be established in your pure essence from which Self- 

and ultimate Reality-knowledge will emerge and forever replace 

confusion.

 Don’t emotionally worship gurus (teachers), saints, sages, or 

other spiritual role models. Respect them and aspire to be like 

them. Adopt their mental attitudes, states of consciousness, and 

useful behaviors until you are effortlessly expressing your own 

higher understanding. The best way to demonstrate apprecia-

tion for what you learn from others who are spiritually awake 

is to permanently rise above ordinary states of mind and con-

sciousness and wisely live as the divine being you are.

I try to have positive mental attitudes and a constructive life-
style. I have family members and close friends who don’t share 
my ideas or lifestyle preferences. How can I have harmonious 
relationships and stay committed to my spiritual practices?

 You can be so busy doing what is important for you to do that 

you don’t have very much time for unnecessary personal inter-

actions. When you are with others, be attentive and kind, with-

out allowing your mind and emotions to be disturbed by what 

may be said or done by them. Your calm, well-organized life will 

benefit others and may inspire them to respect what you do, or 
adopt some of your ideas and behaviors.
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I hear about people who are supposed to be enlightened whose 

mission or major purpose is to spiritually awaken many others 

and bring peace on earth. I don’t see mass spiritual awakening 
occurring or evidence that peace on earth will soon prevail. Are 
they not able to do what they want to do, or are most people not 

responsive?

 1) They may not be as enlightened as they are advertised to 

be; 2) spiritual awakening cannot be forced; 3) many people are 

not responsive to the possibility of being spiritually awake and 

peaceful. Having more people intent on being spiritually awake 

and promoting the ideal of peace on earth for the well-being of 

everyone and all life on our planet can inspire and motivate 

responsible individuals to produce beneficial improvements.

I recently saw a photograph of our planet that had been taken 
from the moon several decades ago and was impressed with how 
dependent we are on the processes of nature that provide us with 
such an environment. 

 Yes, when we see our planet floating in space and realize 
how dependent we are on the laws of physics and the ideal envi-

ronment for life that we have, we should be very thankful, and 

willing to do our utmost to nurture it.

 Also, when viewed from a great distance, we do not see any 

boundaries between countries or any signs of political, cultural, 

or religious differences. We only see a round mass moving in 

space with water—which reflects the blue color of the sun’s light 
spectrum—on approximately 70 percent of its surface. As beau-

tiful and supportive as our planet is, it should be remembered 

that our sojourn on it is temporary.

 Even though our incarnation is of brief duration in relation 

to the much longer duration of our planet (estimated at about 

4 more billion years), we should use our opportunities to learn 

to live effectively and nurture our spiritual awakening until we 

are fully enlightened and permanently liberated. By doing this 

we can have our destiny fulfilled and assist others to awaken to 
Self- and God-realization.
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Are we immortal souls or is the pure essence of ultimate Reality 
temporarily expressing as us?

 Answers to this question have been debated for centuries. 

The real answer won’t be known until we experience the full 

extent of spiritual awakening.

 Although the pure essence of ultimate Reality is expressing 

as us, whether or not this expression is temporary or forever will 

have to be personally discovered.

 Some philosophers say that a sense of being individualized 

will be permanently dissolved. Others say that our awareness 

can be merged in pure consciousness while retaining enough 

individuality to again relate to various levels of nature when one 

is inclined, or impelled, to do it. Being inclined to do something 

implies conscious intention, urge, or willingness. Being impelled 

implies a subconscious (karmic) influence.
 Some people who are said to be enlightened affirm that our 
essence is permanent; personality characteristics and mental 

and emotional conditions are not.

 Some spiritual aspirants imagine an almost endless series of 

incarnations in physical, astral, causal, or celestial realms.

 Many adherents of traditional religions say that if they live 

right, they will be in some kind of heaven for eternity, enjoying 

a blissful relationship with God, saints, and their “loved ones” 

who were good enough to get to the same heaven. Others say 

they look forward to a literal “heaven on Earth” where “good 

people” who died through the centuries will be resurrected and 

rewarded for their patient faithfulness. “Bad people” will have to 

forever dwell in painful “hellish” places or cease to exist.

 To know what is true, superconsciously meditate to explore 

the depths of your being. Detach your attention from externals, 

subjective (mental and emotional) conditions, waves and changes 

of thoughts and awareness, and subliminal impulses that acti-

vate thoughts and feelings. Finally, dissolve any remaining 

sense of independent self-identity while gently aspiring to expe-

rience and know pure, conscious, existence. Be patient. Wait and 

watch, expecting to know.
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I want to do God’s will. How can I know what it is?

 Since what we call God is the ultimate Reality and not a cos-

mic human-like being, it might be helpful to ask:

1. What empowers growth and development of living things?

2. What is the right way to live in harmony with the processes of 

nature and allow our innate qualities, capacities, and higher 

knowledge to emerge?

That which empowers growth and development of living things 

is the intelligently directed, enlivening power of the expressive 

aspect of ultimate Reality.

 When we live in harmony with the processes of nature, are 

mentally and emotionally calm, and our awareness is clear, we 

can be fully supported by the enlivening power that pervades 

the universe, our wholesome desires can be easily fulfilled, and 
spiritual growth can more easily occur.

 To live in harmony with the processes of nature, adhere to 

a balanced schedule of activity and rest, have a nutritious diet, 

exercise regularly, cultivate inner contentment and emotional 

maturity, have a clear sense of life-purpose that is of value to 

you and others, and be kind, honest, and compassionate.

 To nurture spiritual growth, discard false, impractical, and 

foolish ideas and opinions. Resist and overcome or rise above 

troublesome subconscious conditions and influences. Improve 
powers of concentration, perception, intellectual discernment, 

and rational thinking. Acquire accurate knowledge about higher 

realities from reliable sources. Superconsciously meditate to 

explore refined levels of consciousness and realize (experience) 
your true nature and ultimate Reality.

 Willingly and skillfully doing these things will enable you 

to quickly outgrow ordinary (modified and fragmented) mental 
states, emotional conditions, and states of consciousness. You 

will be happy, energetic, alert, spiritually awake, and fulfilled. 
You will know that you are always where you should be, enjoy-

ably doing what you should be doing.
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To improve your understanding of higher realities …

read this book and listen to these CDs

Chapter Themes

The Truth About Your Essence

of Being and Your Relationship 

With the Infinite

The Sequential Categories,

Specialized Capacities, and Orderly 

Processes of Cosmic Manifestation

The Psychological and

Physiological Basis of

Spiritual Enlightenment

Superconscious Meditation

That Clarifies Awareness
and Facilitates Authentic

Spiritual Growth

Guidelines to Dedicated

Discipleship

Three Transformative

Practices to Effectively Use

Infinite Life

Addendum

The Evolution of Religious

Beliefs and Practices

Glossary of Key Words and 
Philosophical Concepts

Use order form on page 30
or at www.csa-davis.org

Preoccupation with modified states of mind and consciousness
causes and sustains an illusional sense of self-identity. When this

error in perception is corrected, our awareness is immediately

restored to its original, pure wholeness. – Roy Eugene Davis

Trade paper edition
128 pages  $7.95
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Guidelines to Inspired Living

Speak the Affirmations With Conviction

October 4 – 10
Accurately Know Your True Nature

A spiritually enlightened person cannot have
a false or mistaken perception of self-identity.

I experience my essence as an immortal unit
of the pure essence of ultimate Reality.

October 11– 17
Accurately Use Your Faculty of Intelligence

Your faculty of intelligence enables you to
know what is true.

I use my intelligence to accurately discern what
I perceive and examine.

October 18 – 24
Skillfully Use Your Mind

Your mind receives impressions of perceptions
and experiences and enables thinking, reason,

and imagination.

I think rationally, make right choices,
and wisely use creative imagination.

October 25 – 31
Effectively Use Your Functional Abilities

Effective use of functional abilities improves
them, brings forth greater powers of expression,
and enlarges your capacities to be self-reliantly

successful.

I always effectively use my functional abilities.
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November 1 – 7 
Look Forward to a Wonderful Future

Your mental states, states of consciousness, and
actions determine your future circumstances.

I always look forward to wonderful future
events and experiences, and I have them.

November 8 – 14
See Endless Good Fortune You Can Have

 You are inclined to see and experience what
you optimistically expect to see and experience.

I always thankfully anticipate endless
good fortune, and I have it.

November 15 – 21
Anchor Your Life in the Infinite

Nurture spiritual awareness until you are always
conscious of your true nature and the omnipresence,
omnipotence, and omniscience of ultimate Reality.

When I am thinking, performing duties, and
relating to others, I am always aware of

the wholeness of life.
 

November 22 – 28
The Blessings You Have, Wish for Others

Assist others to Self-knowledge and freedom of
expression by honoring their innate, divine
nature and “seeing” them happy, healthy,

successful, prosperous, and spiritually
conscious.

I “see” everyone happy, healthy, successful,
prosperous, and spiritually conscious.
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CONSCIOUS FOOD PREPARATION

Different Rice Pudding
With Almond Milk

If Dairy-Free Food is Preferred

Servings: approximately 6 cups (1.4 liters).
Reduce or increase ingredients for smaller or larger quantities.

1 cup (237ml) white rice    4 cups (948ml) hot almond milk

1/4 cup (60ml) natural sugar    Optional: 1 cup raisins and

1 cup cooked bite-size chunks of pineapple or mango

Cook rice in pot with 2 cups (474ml) water, approximately 15 

minutes with lid on pot until water is absorbed. Heat milk in 

another pot on the stove. Add 1 cup of hot milk to cooked rice 

and stir gently until it is absorbed. Add milk 1 cup at a time for 

several minutes, stirring, until most or all of the milk is absorbed 

and rice has a pudding consistency. Optional: a small cinnamon 

stick can be added with the milk. 

 Stir in sugar and raisins. Stir in fruit if using it or put on 

top of pudding just before serving. If adding fruit at that time, 

if fresh ripe strawberries or blueberries are available, you may 

prefer to use them.

May be served immediately or cooled and refrigerated.

If it is too thick after being cooled, stir in 1/2 to 1 cup

of hot milk to thin it a little.
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Discovering the Sacred

in Everyday Life

Know Your
True Nature

Ellen Grace O’Brian

Human beings naturally feel the necessity to experience the 

truth of themselves: existence, unobstructed awareness, and 

the sheer joy of Self-knowledge.   – Swami Sri Yukteswar

Our true nature, what we are, is changeless. With discernment 

and direct experience, we can know the difference between our 

physical and mental characteristics and our spiritual nature.

 We observe our body, personality, thoughts, and emotions 

and notice that they all change. What or who is observing? Our 

changeless true nature observes and knows.

 Living a spiritually aware life helps us establish the right 

priorities and allows an inner radiance to illumine body and 

mind. We naturally yearn to experience the fullness of being. 

We want to live, not just for a short time, but forever. We want 

knowledge without limits. We want to be unconditionally happy 

and experience lasting satisfaction. The key to fulfilling these 
deepest desires is Self-realization. When we understand that the 

source of what we yearn for is actually within us, we can estab-

lish Self-realization as our highest priority.

 We may wonder how we can possibly give time to spiritual 

practice when our days are already full. Sages of all traditions 

provided the same assurance: when Self-realization is the focus 

for our life, everything else occurs with grace and ease and we 

have inspiration, insight, and peace.

Ellen Grace O’Brian is the spiritual director of
Center for Spiritual Enlightenment

1146 University Avenue    San Jose, California 95126
info@csecenter.org    www.csecenter.org    Tel: 408-283-0221
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Observations,
Insights &
Discoveries
Continuous Learning
and Skillful Living
Nurture Emotional
and Spiritual Growth

The word serendipity was created by Horace Walpole (English 

art historian and politician) in a letter to a friend in 1754 after 

he read “The Three Princes of Serendip,” a story about people 

who accidentally made useful discoveries they were not seeking. 

(Serendib, was the ancient name for Ceylon, now Sri Lanka). 

Many scientific and practical discoveries have resulted from 
unplanned events when observers were insightful enough to per-

ceive their value. Examples: quinine for malaria patients, the 

electric battery, electromagnetism, oxygen, iodine, nitrous oxide 

and ether as anesthetics, rubber vulcanization, pasteurization, 

vaccination, X rays, safety glass, some plastics, Velcro, penicillin 

and other antibiotics, and DNA. Exceptional opportunities are 

often provided for us. We have to be alert enough to notice them 

and responsive enough to have benefits.

Frozen edges of ice (ice shelves) in Antarctica are melting from 

above and below, crumbling, and going into the ocean at a rate 

of 18 percent during the last 20 years. Many of them will be gone 

within a century. As this happens, sheets of ice on land will go 

faster into the ocean, causing it to rise globally.

– New Scientist, April 4 – 10 issue, 2015 

An experiment. Have 3 bowls of water. One with cold water, 

one with hot water, one with tepid water. Simultaneously put 

one hand in cold water and the other hand in hot water. After 

90 seconds, put both hands simultaneously in the tepid water. 

The hand that was in the cold water will feel much warmer. The 

hand that was in the hot water will feel colder. After a while the 

sensations will diminish. The change of sensations is due to the 

body’s attempt to adapt to the environment. 
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Lightning is Beneficial. It begins as static charges in a rain 

cloud inside of which winds are turbulent. Water droplets in 

the bottom of the cloud are caught in updrafts and lifted into 

the colder atmosphere which freezes them. Downdrafts push ice 

down. Where water and ice meet, electrons are stripped off. A 

negatively charged cloud bottom and a positively charged top 

produce strong electric fields. When negative charges in a cloud 
attract positive charges in the ground, a lightning strike occurs, 

which breaks nitrogen loose from air. Nitrogen provides fertil-

izer for plant life.

A black hole at the center of our galaxy has been estimated by 

scientists to be 3 million times larger than the sun in our solar 

system. A black hole is thought to occur when the concentrated 

force of gravity of a collapsed star attracts and absorbs nearby 

electromagnetic forces including visible light. Its presence is 

inferred by how its gravity influences its environment.

• Our Sun is 93 million miles (149 million km) from Earth. Its 
diameter (distance across) is 865,000 miles (1,392,000 km). 

The circumference is 2,716,000 miles (4,371,000 km).

• Travel from Earth to our solar system’s Sun at 600 miles (965 
km) per hour would take 17 years.

• Travel across our galaxy at the speed of light (186,000 miles, 
300,000 km a second) would take 100,000 years.

• We are going around our Sun at 18.5 miles (30 km) a second, 
1,100 miles (1800 km) an hour.

• The speed of the Sun and solar system around the galactic 
center is 514,000 miles (828,000 km) an hour, approximately 

1/1300 of the speed of light.

• Each of the billions of galaxies in our universe have billions of 
suns. (A billion is one thousand million.)

Ponder this information when you meditatively imagine the 

universe in your consciousness. Contemplate (look at with keen 

expectation of discovery) the source; the ultimate Reality that 

produces and maintains universes.

 Use the meditation method described on page 9.
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HOW TO KNOW WHAT TO BELIEVE

What Can We Do to Be Permanently
Free From Suffering and Limitation?

Causes of physical, mental, or emotional suffering or discom-

fort and of personal limitations or restrictive circumstances can 

often be discovered and removed. Suffering and limitations due 

to lack of spiritual awareness can be permanently eliminated by 

nurturing spiritual growth that culminates in illumination of 

consciousness that reveals knowledge of our true nature and of 

higher realities.

 In some religious traditions, belief in a doctrine is said to 

be necessary to be assured of salvation (saved from or removed 

from present and future suffering). Living a “good” life is said 

to be a result, indication, or proof of resolute belief rather than 

being redemptive. Belief reinforced by faith is said to be more 

important than good works.

 Other religious traditions emphasize both faith and good 

works or behaviors. The founder of one Christian sect taught 

that some souls are predestined at the moment of their origin to 

be “saved” while others will be eternally separated from God.

 Most Christian denominations tell adherents that to have 

eternal life they must believe that Jesus died on their behalf to 

redeem them from their sins (mistakes and faults). Members of 

the Roman Catholic Church are told that baptism is necessary 

to remove the stain of the “original sin” committed by Eve in the 

Garden of Eden that was and is inherited by all people (except 

Jesus and his mother who are considered to be faultless). Eve 

and Adam are mythical (unreal, symbolic) characters.

 Many people who believe that souls reincarnate say that they 

do it until they no longer have karmic conditions (conscious and 

subconscious desires, habits, and inclinations) that compel them 

to be physically embodied. Others say that karmic conditions 

may be weakened and overcome in an astral realm after physi-

cal death. Beliefs and opinions are often the result of flawed rea-

soning or wishful thinking.
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 In some religious traditions, people are advised to devotion-

ally chant the name of a deity to derive merit or to purify the 

mind. Such chanting, and other rituals that may be used, can 

be beneficial if an illusional or flawed sense of self-identity is 
transcended. Spiritual awakening does not occur when rituals 

are performed to please or influence an imagined form of God or 
ultimate Reality. Some rituals may help people who are not yet 

proficient in prayer or meditation practice to be mentally and 
emotionally calm and patiently attentive to their metaphysical 

studies and right endeavors.

 The permanent solution to the universal problem of human 

suffering and various kinds of limitation is spiritual awakening 

to the extent of complete Self- and God-realization. Realization 

is actual conscious experience along with flawless knowledge of 
our essence (true nature) and ultimate Reality.

 Self-realization enables us to know the difference between 

what we are as spiritual beings and the characteristics of our 

human nature and mind. With higher understanding we can 

make wise choices and be impervious to conditions that formerly 

unduly influenced us.
 As we spiritually awaken, superconscious influences purify 
the mind, weaken and neutralize troublesome subconscious 

influences, and clarify our awareness. As the mind is purified, 
it is easier to think rationally, be optimistic, inspired to have 

a wholesome lifestyle, and soul- or Self-motivated rather than 

have egocentric inclinations. Troublesome subconscious influ-

ences may include emotional trauma; guilt; fear; feelings of 

unworthiness, loneliness, or incompetence; bad habits; addic-

tions; and flawed beliefs. As awareness is clarified, a mistaken 
sense of self-identity is recognized and discarded or transcended. 

A mistaken sense of self-identity is the primary obstacle to being 

Self- and God-realized because it causes a person to think and 

feel that they are limited beings rather than spiritual beings.

 Without being judgmental, observe how most people speak 

and behave. Notice that they are often self-centered, insecure, 

uncertain about themselves and what they do, undisciplined, 

personality-oriented, opinionated, and emotionally reactive to 
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situations rather than calmly, appropriately responsive. To be 

spiritually conscious and know about higher realities is not yet 

important to them.

 Spiritual enlightenment and permanent liberation can be 

experienced in one incarnation if we are strongly motivated to 

renounce false ideas and rise above or remove other restrictive 

conditions that interfere with natural spiritual growth. At early 

stages of Self-realization, erroneous ideas and illusions (flawed 
perceptions), along with troublesome subconscious influences 
may interfere with concentration and effective living. When we 

are fully enlightened, all levels of the mind are pure, perceptions 

are accurate, and Self-awareness is constant.

 As spiritual growth occurs and powers of intellectual and 

intuitive discernment improve, we can know our true nature as 

a unit of the pure essence of ultimate Reality and experience a 

change of viewpoint from observing it to being it. We can also 

understand that as our purified sense of individualized self-
identity enables us to be Self-knowing and to relate to external 

conditions, a cosmic sense of individuality that participates in 

cosmic processes also exists that has been called a cosmic soul or 

oversoul. Also, as we have a mind, an omnipresent cosmic mind 

exists which is responsive to our mental states, desires, expecta-

tions, and intentions. It is important to know, however, that we 

are not our mind, just as cosmic mind is not ultimate Reality.

 As we continue to awaken, we discover that knowledge of our 

true nature and higher realities is being revealed from within 

us. At times, what is perceived is so comprehensive that a mind 

cannot contain it, nor can it be fully described to a person who 

has not seen it.

Recommended Reading: Books from CSA Press
Seven Lessons in Conscious Living

Absolute Knowledge That Liberates Consciousness

The Eternal Way (Inner Meaning of the Bhagavad Gita)

The Science of Self-Realization (Yoga-Sutras)
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Roy Eugene Davis ordaining new ministers at the July
meditation retreat at CSA Headquarters.

Above: Conner Burnham (Clarksdale, Mississippi).
Below: Jeremy Johnston (Troy, Ohio).
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CSA Kriya Yoga service. June 19, 2015

Morning Hatha Yoga class at the June retreat.
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Meditation Retreats At CSA Headquarters

Travel map on our web site: www.csa-davis.org
Click on Retreats page

Meditation and lifestyle routines taught by Roy Eugene Davis and 

CSA ministers. Kriya Yoga initiation Thursdays 1 p.m. during week 

long retreats. Guest houses. Vegetarian meals. Donation basis.

2015 Public Retreats
Weekends: October 24 – 25     November 21 – 22

Holy Season Meditation December 5  10 a.m. – 1 p.m.

2016 Public Retreats
June 13 – 17     July 11 – 15     August 15 – 19

Weekends October 22 – 23     November 19 – 20
Holy Season Meditation December 3 10 a.m. – 1 p.m.

2016 Private Retreats
May 9 – 13     16 – 20     23 – 27

September 12 – 15     19 – 23     26 – 30
_______________________________________________________________

Retreat Reservations

Mail this form, phone, or e-mail, info@csa-davis.org

Dates ___________________________ Time of arrival _________________

Daytime phone _____________________ e-mail ______________________

Travel directions, see web site or mark here [  ] for mailed copy.

Prefer a CSA guest house [  ]  Will stay at a motel [  ]

Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Center for Spiritual Awareness   PO Box 7   Lakemont, Georgia 30552

Tel: 706-782-4723 weekdays 8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
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Books, Videos (DVD format), and Audio CDs
U.S. packing/postage $3.00 for 1 item; 30 cents for each extra item.

Other countries: double the U.S. postage for airmail.
Quantity

[  ] The Spiritual Basis of Real Prosperity  $5.00 $ _______

[  ] An Easy Guide to Ayurveda  $5.00 _______

[  ] In the Sanctuary of Silence  $2.00 _______

[  ] Living Consciously in God  $5.00 _______

[  ] Seven Lessons in Conscious Living  $7.00  _______

[  ] The Eternal Way Inner Meaning of the Bhagavad Gita  $8.00 _______

[  ] Satisfying Our Innate Desire to Know God  $4.95 _______

[  ] Absolute Knowledge That Liberates Consciousness  $7.95 _______

[  ] Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him  hc  $12.00 _______

[  ] The Science of Self-Realization  yoga-sutras  hc  $10.00 _______

[  ] DVD Our Awakening World  $10.00 _______

[  ] DVD Infinite Life 2010 Kriya Yoga Congress Talks  $10.00 _______  

[  ] DVD Know Your True Nature & the Reality of God  $10.00 _______

[  ] 3 DVDs Light on the Spiritual Path  $20.00 _______

[  ] DVD 6 Questions Every Person Should Ask  $5.00 _______

[  ] DVD Experiences With Paramahansa Yogananda  $7.00 _______

[  ] CD Devotional Chanting  $5.00 _______

[  ] CD Meditation Instruction & Guided Practice  $5.00 _______

[  ] CD Know Your True Nature & the Reality of God  $5.00 _______

[  ] CD 6 Questions Every Person Should Ask  $5.00 _______

[  ] 3 Audio CDs Light On the Spiritual Path  $15.00 _______

[  ] CD Conscious Living & Superconscious Meditation  $5.00 _______

[  ] 2 CDs Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him  $10.00 _______

[  ] 4 CDs Absolute Knowledge (audio book)  $20.00 _______

  Book/CD/DVD Total   _______

  Packing and shipping   _______

   Truth Journal  new[  ]  renewal[  ]  U.S. $10.00  Foreign $15.00   _______

  Total   _______

With check [  ]  Visa [  ]  MasterCard [  ]  Discover [  ]  American Express [  ]

Credit card # ___________________________________________ expires ____/____

Last 3 digits on back of card _______   4 digits on front of Amex card _________

Name on card ________________________ Tel: ______________________________

Name __________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
Center for Spiritual Awareness  P.O. Box 7  Lakemont, Georgia 30552

Weekdays 706-782-4723   Order online: www.csa-davis.org



United Kingdom: Gazelle Book Services Ltd.
White Cross Mills, Hightown, Lancaster LA1 4XS

e-mail: sales@gazellebooks.co.uk

India: Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi. (10 of Mr. Davis’ books)
e-mail: mlbd@vsnl.com    web site: www.mlbd.com

And at Motilal Banarsidass bookstores in Delhi, Patna,
Varanasi, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore, Mumbai, and Pune.

B. Jain Publishers, New Delhi. www.bjainbooks.com
An Easy Guide to Ayurveda

Full Circle Publisher, New Delhi. www.fullcirclebooks.in
Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him (English and Hindi)

Abolute Knowledge That Liberates Consciousness

Dr. L. Mahadevan  e-mail: ayurved@sancharnet.in
Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him (Tamil edition)

How to Live Consciously in God (Tamil edition)

Italy: Marco Valerio Editore. www.marcovalerio.it
Paramahansa Yogananda Così come l’ho conosciuto

La scienza della realizzazione del sé
La strada maestra per la meditazione e la crescita spirituale

Srimad Bagavad Gita / La Via Eterna
Insegnamenti sul percorso spirituale del kriya yoga

La base spirituale della vera prosperità

Immortalita cosciente          Guida All’Ayurveda

Libertà e consapevolezza la conoscenza dell’assoluto

Il desiderio innato di conoscere Dio

Germany: Harald and Marlies Reiske. www.kriya-yoga.de
Pfad des Lichts    Paramahansa Yogananda wie ich ihn kannte



Seven Lessons in Conscious Living
A Comprehensive Course in Higher Learning and

Spiritual Practice in the Kriya Yoga Tradition
Quality paperback   6 x 9   160 pages   $7.00

The Eternal Way
The Inner Meaning of the Bhagavad Gita
Quality paperback   6 x 9   272 pages   $8.00

In the U.S. add $3.00 postage for 1 or both books.

Outside the U.S., $6.00 (sent by air)

By mail from:

Center for Spiritual Awareness

P.O. Box 7

Lakemont, Georgia 30552

or
Telephone 706-782-4723  8 a.m. – 3 p.m. weekdays

info@csa-davis.org     online at www.csa-davis.org


